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Abstract
The epistemological debate of accepting the rationalist or empiricist world-view comes down to us
in contemporary digital fabrication as the “virtual verses physical” argument. This idea is
emphasized by the fact that digital fabrication bridges the virtual and the physical, and therefore this
dichotomy is worthy of our examination and critique. Architectural experimentation and research in
the field of design, particularly that of the scientific and technological emphasis, needs to engage a
physical manifestation during all points of the concept to product timeframe. This cannot only
happen as the end result of the process.
We are at a time of critical self-reflection in digital design and digital fabrication in architectural
research, not unlike the era of the second industrial revolution of the late nineteenth century, where
the age of modern invention eclipsed the increased production and efficiency of the previous era. It
is truly a time for a redefinition of the role of digital design, fabrication and assembly in the greater
architectural project of research, academics and practice.
The methods and arguments we have evolved to discuss and produce architectural design through
the application of digital methods has focused of the technique of proving a design hypothesis, to
cast it in the mold of the scientific method. This search for the optimal, and the need to produce at
ever accelerated rates, has naturally shifted most, if not all, design experimentation and evaluation
into the realm of the virtual through computational simulation, only manifesting physical reality (if
at all) as an end product.
We must simultaneously engage the empirical method of research in order to develop hypothesis,
and therefore treat the architectural construction as a demonstration rather than a proof. This focus
of research can merge the hypothetical-deductive logic of rationalistic thought with the exploration
and sensory engagement of empirical methods in digital fabrication through attention to continuous
physical experimentation and critical reflection.
As architectural tends to produce a unique environment, the process of construction requires an
enormous amount of control that, while potential in the construction industry, is often impossible in
architectural research. We begin to feel that since we can control every aspect of the simulation, we
can do so in the manifestation, due to the nature of the precision of our tools, but this hyper-control
works counter to the physical reality of construction. Notice that I did not include tools, and this is
intentional. The tools we use change, be they software, machines, methods, stylistic guidelines or
theories. What remains is our interest in exploration and our ability to learn from our successes and
mistakes.
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The Architectural Researcher of the future must be like Sherlock Holmes: investigations must be
composed of logical steps that can be proven, but must be directed by an intuition that is empirical,
critical and on occasion irrational. There is no rulebook for Architecture, only general principles
and experience and practice.
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